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Kardashian Details:

DRAMA
BEFORE THE
DELIVERIES

After Royal Battle,
William & Kate Named

• The queen decides only they can
save the monarchy
Charles & Camilla
are unpopular
• C amilla furious after the queen wit
h the public
forces Charles to step aside
• T he confrontation between Kate and Camilla
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Lindsay & Ben
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KING&
QUEEN

Taylor Caught Up In...

KNIFESTYLES OF THE RICH & FAMOUS
2012

T

he countdow n to
Mercedes “MJ” Jav id’s wedding to
Tommy Feight is on, and
the Shahs of Sunset star
is trying to look her best.
“I’m too pretty to be fat,”
says the outspoken MJ,
45, who’s been shedding
weight lately. Though she
hasn’t admitted to any
plastic surgery, her face
looks like it has changed,
too. “It seems she has restored some of the volume in her face that she
lost through weight loss
with well-placed filler,”
says plastic surgeon Dr.
Ryan Neinstein, who, like
the other experts quoted

NOW
FOREHEAD

“It appears she’s
been getting Botox,”
says NYC dermatologist
Dr. Gary Goldenberg,
noting, “There are no
wrinkles or lines.” Cost:
$900-$1.2K per
treatment.

NOSE

Mugrabi thinks MJ
has had a “liquid nose
job,” meaning she’s used
filler, not surgery. “There’s
more definition along the
bridge,” Mugrabi points
out. Price tag: $3.5K
and up.

SKIN

— Libbie Mugrabi
here, hasn’t worked with
MJ. Libbie Mugrabi, the
owner of Tight. Medical
Spa in Southampton, N.Y.,
says MJ’s face “is more balanced than before. She
looks great. She’s really taken care of her skin.”
Dermatologist Dr. William
Kwan also is impressed
with MJ’s updated look.
“She looks completely different, although still very
pretty,” he says. “She’s not
as youthful, but she looks
more glamorous now!”
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LIPS

“She has full,
plump lips,” notes
Dr. Neinstein, “which
perfectly suit her facial
structure.” The reality
star could be using a
filler like Restylane or
Juvéderm at a cost of
$700–$800.

MJ’s Glam Revamp

GETTY (2)

“Her face
is more
symmetrical
now.”

Dr. Goldenberg
says MJ’s skin quality
has improved, noting “her
pores are smaller and her
skin is smooth.” He adds that
this could be the result of
microneedling with PRP
($1.2K–$2.4K).
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